Trustwave Threat Detection and Response Services for Microsoft Azure

Benefits

- Deep security visibility
- Early breach detection
- Optimization of existing security investments
- Flexibility, immediate value with long term security maturity
- Optional response using Microsoft Defender Advanced Threat Protection

Trustwave Threat Detection and Response Services

Keeping up with advanced threat detection and responding to threats is a challenge. Analyzing and correlating log and event information coming from devices and solutions in an IT environment takes time and expertise. Security teams with Microsoft Azure need an agile plan to detect faster, respond quicker and adapt sooner.

What We Offer

Technology Advisory, Enablement and Configuration

The Trustwave Threat Detection and Response consulting team provides services to help plan, build and run a successful threat protection program utilizing Microsoft Azure Sentinel as a platform integrated with the Trustwave Fusion platform and services. The team also provides infrastructure and endpoint services for Microsoft Defender Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) policy review and can guide endpoint response use cases.

Trustwave Managed Detection and Response

Building on event collection and storage in Microsoft Azure Sentinel, Trustwave only ingests the data we need to provide real-time triage, analysis, investigation, response and remediation of security threats by Trustwave's world-class Security Analysts.

Ongoing System Management

A Trustwave Information Security Advisor also provides policy and rule monitoring for Microsoft Azure Sentinel and Microsoft Defender ATP to ensure they are operating at peak efficiency and capacity.

Get more information

Trustwave Managed Threat Detection and Response Services

For more information: www.trustwave.com
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